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Is there a way to make it always copy files named *.zipbfdcm to the destination without the other stuff? A: The first condition specifies the
action to be taken when the first file is encountered. The second condition specifies the action to take when the pattern is encountered in
the filename. Hence, you can use (?([^']+)).zipbfdcm as the regular expression. Q: How to configure annotations by file in Eclipse? How to
configure annotations by file in Eclipse so that annotations could be available only on specified classes (Like we can do with annotations)?.

Thank you for your time in advance. A: In Eclipse goto Preferences > Java > Annotations > Compiler > Annotation Processing: And then add
Pattern you want. E.g.: Pattern .* Result Q: Using a cell to retrieve data in a table to be used in another cell I am using a Windows Phone 7

application. I have a table, with one column containing an image. A cell must show, depending on the image, either a red dot or a green dot.
How do I do that? I tried to link the image to the image cell with the Button.ImageSource property, with a binding like this one: Binding

myImage = new Binding() {Source = myImage, Converter = Converters.ImageSource}; But obviously it is not working because the Binding
does not allow me to access a named object. The image object has only the DisplayName as a string property, there is no name. Is there

any way to get the image into the cell in such a way that the binding will work? A: One way you can accomplish this would be with a
converter as you mention. If the Image is a property of the item being bound then you don't have to bind the image source to a cell as per
your question. A converter could look something like this: public class ImageItemConverter : IValueConverter { public object Convert(object

value, Type targetType, object parameter, System.Globalization.CultureInfo culture) { if (value == null) return null;
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Finder. Editor Correction - Wanted to

add this so that Apple member (with a
lot of down votes) can see. It's possible
a lot of times, when someone starts a

thread like this, the first thing is to find a
software to fix their Mac. I'm not saying
they deserve down votes. As we've all
heard this many times, people fix their
Mac at home using a Windows or Linux
machine. When the Mac starts crashing,
person may be like, "Hmmm, maybe this
is the program causing the problem." If
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that's the case, then sometimes it's
possible the down votes are because the
poster was looking for free-to-download
programs and their Mac is not that way.
It's good for us to help our fellow Apple

members as we all can't be a Mac
expert. I've learned a lot from posting

information and people learning from it.
So, in this case, I am replying in the

hopes it helps this person have a better
day in the future. Â¨Thanks" A: You can
use a new thread for it, but keep in mind

this is the rule from the Help Center:
Don't Ask: Questions asking 6d1f23a050
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